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You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free monthly English-language student
newspaper in France
FREE! and worth every penny.

MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run
out of money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give us cold hard cash to drink
beer and print photos of monkeys.

Lies, Betrayals & Bad Choices
The US Election is November 6.
Here’s our shiny happy election preview

The Challenger

by Paul Scanlan

Mitt Romney is a liar. He lies
about his money, lies about his
Wall Street career, lies about
Obama and about what he
likes to do to animals. He tells
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
trivial lies and he tells ones that
chatrooms.
matter. Willard Mitt Romney has
STUDENT-run! By students for students. even lied about his name. He has
announced publicly that he knows
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in that he is lying and he does not care.
our hearts we know print journalism is the He will continue to lie until his lies
win him the Presidency.
way of the future.
Videoed by a bartender
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
(buy that man a drink!) at a
Mitt Romney promises the cuts won’t hurt a bit.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English $50,000 per person fundraiser, Romney shat on “47% of AmerFoyer, the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans icans…who believe they are victims” and closing Guantanamo and assassinates
American citizens. Yes: assassinates. That
all over campus.
don’t “take personal responsibility.”
right there is reason to vote against him.
He
has
lied
so
much
that
nobody
knows
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Face4. Attack the Republican Party. Some
what he will do if he becomes President. people think the problem in Washingbook (The Mariner News) for info.
But with that kind of contempt for half ton is “partisanship.” Wrong. The real isHave something to say? Ideas for a story? A the country, we can bet life will be good sue is that one of the two parties is fuckcorection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? if you’re rich like Mitt Romney but bad ing crazy. This is now beyond a political
Send us an email: 					 for the rest of us.
problem; it’s a problem of governance. If
you have a two-party system, you need
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
The Incumbent
two parties to make the country work,
Recently, when Obama did a terrible not one party and a parade of freaks.
Write poetry? Sorry.
job in the first Presidential debate, many And Obama needed to tell people the
people pointed out that he actually won truth about them, not give them respect.
on the facts. True, but that misses the
point. And his debate performance was All of these issues required patiently
arguing his case to the US public and
indicative of his Presidency.
vigorously fighting his opponents. Every
Obama badly needed to do four things single day. He hasn’t done either.
when he came into office. They all required communication. And Obama has Our Prediction
The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited been a terrible communicator.
A month ago Obama looked safe. That
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan and proudly
funded by Mirail University since 2010. The Mariner 1. Save the economy. Obama’s “Stimu- his lead evaporated after one lackluster
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously, al- lus” stabilized things. But while I could debate shows the fragility of his support.
though at times it’s been called irreverent. The Mari- name five New Deal programs off the Obama remains the slight favorite, but
ner’s masthead was designed by the talented Florent top of my head, I defy anyone reading has already lost Florida and Virginia.
Guth, and other contributors are credited as they this to name a single thing the Stimulus Colorado is tied. Everything depends on
appear. The Mariner would also like to thank Dave achieved. Result: everybody thinks the Ohio, which, bombarded with campaign
Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus that money was wasted. Today he’d rather ads, is probably an even more horrible
helped in the creation of the Mariner.
place to live right now than it usually is.
staple his lips shut than defend it.
2. Prison-rape Wall Street. The banks I predict a narrow win for Obama. Then,
caused the Financial Crisis; they de- in his 2nd term I predict, with an eye
serve punishment. That’s how you get a on his “legacy,” he’ll shit all over his own
happy lynch mob. If Obama had done supporters by striking a “Grand Bargain”
no Tea Party. Guaranteed. But his with the Republicans to cut the social
the.mariner.news@gmail.com this,
weak regulation left the banks pissed off programs that are the Democratic Parbut strong as ever while half the country ty’s gift to the country. The media will
the crisis was caused by greedy call him “brave” for standing up to his
facebook.com/themarinernews thinks
brown people instead of coked-up Har- own party and the Democrats will give
vard brats. Now they’re almost ready to in. Then in 2016 the Republicans, who
insane but never stupid, will hypoTwitter: @themarinernews vote for a (not-even-caffeined-up) Har- are
critically run against the Democrats for
vard brat into office.
3. End Bush’s Wars. Obama ended Iraq, making the cuts.
Read the Mariner online at: but is still pissing around in Afghani- In a perfect world, Obama deserves to
stan while US soldiers get shot with lose to someone actually willing to fix
American guns by the opium-high Af- the country’s problems. But in the far
corporals they’re supposedly train- from perfect USA, Obama remains
themarinernews.wordpress.com ghan
ing. Meanwhile he gives excuses for not slightly better than the alternative.

Contact the Mariner

FIX THIS

SHIT!
The Rentree Is Unacceptable & Must Change - An Open Letter to President Minovez

1. A Mariner helping students. 2. Behind crappy signs is crappier 3. Putting up accurate maps...
Why can’t the fac organize this?
organization.
2 weeks too late.

D

ear President Minovez,

Your university begins every single year
with incompetence, confusion and worst of all:
neglect.
The rentrée at the Mirail has always been a
source of frustration and bitter humor. But you
know what? There’s not a damn thing funny
about it. It’s hurting students. This university has
been around since 1971. Aren’t 41 years enough
to get this right? So this year we’re not going to
say “Well, that’s the Mirail.”
It is unacceptable and we demand that you immediately take steps to ensure that it is fixed.
The problems in Building 31 were particularly
bad this year. Out of four double doors at the
entrance, only one set was unlocked. In front
of us a workman came and locked one side of
the open doors, leaving one unlocked door for
hundreds of people. One of the doors has been
broken and boarded up since before the summer.
Why can’t the Mirail ensure the damn doors are
open on the first day of the year?
The Mariner team was there and was immediately besieged by lost students. We spent all
morning helping these new arrivals, including
helping a disabled student find a proper bathroom. The need for some volunteers to give directions is obvious. Why aren’t there any?
One of the most common problems students
had that morning was finding rooms in Building
31 that were not on the map. Their rooms didn’t
seem to exist. It turns out the maps were wrong:
they didn’t show the rooms in the new addition
to Bat 31. Not only that, the doors that led to the
new part of the building had signs on them that
said “INTERDICTION D’ENTREE”
We watched the correct maps being put up on
October 5...two weeks too late. How hard is it

to have accurate maps in time for the students
who need them? Why didn’t anyone tear down
the signs saying “No Entry?”
The way class schedules are communicated is still
shameful. There may be IGWeb now, but if that
works, why do we still see students taking photos of the schedules on the walls? And why are
the schedules printed in tiny font, posted in just
one place, in a narrow corridor when hundreds
of students need to squeeze in to see them? Why
are there no instructions posted next to them?
This year the Mariner took photos and put them
on our Facebook page as a public service for students.
None of the things we are talking about
are complicated or hard. They don’t really
require any extra money or votes. The fault
doesn’t lie in Paris. It’s right here. All it requires is people to care enough. Or believe
that students deserve a certain level of quality when they come to the Mirail.
And don’t forget: this mess affects teachers
too. When teachers and students are given
contradictory timetables or when classes
are double booked, this makes profs’ lives harder
as well.
Please don’t think these problems are just in Bat.
31 because it’s new. We were there for the first
day of class last year too...and it was the same
chaos. And let’s look at the Arche -the entrance
to the university- what’s the first thing you see?
-An outdated map and an irrelevant “Charte des
Connaisances.” Literally the first information
you get when you arrive is wrong and pointless. Enter the Arche and you’ll see a front desk
abandoned except for some potted plants.
Who is in charge of the rentrée? From what we
can tell: nobody. Nobody is charged with ensuring that when students arrive they can find the
information they need easily. Instead we saw

4. Students have received the
message

students lost, frustrated and even in tears. Nobody takes the time to walk around campus and
check that someone got rid of that pile of trash
in front of the Petale. If people propose to hold
registration in a room that’s way too small, who
says, “No, let’s do it better this time?” Did you
tour the campus checking to see if it was ready
this year?
How does it feel to be 19 years old, new to Toulouse, straight out of high school, in a huge,
strange place where you don’t know anyone? It’s
intimidating as hell. And when you can’t even
find where to go because a map is hidden behind
a panel - yet another actual example
we saw- you begin your Mirail experience with the idea, “this place doesn’t
want me here.” When you miss your
class because you didn’t see the illegible scrawled sign notifying you of
some obscure bureaucratic change,
how much more likely are you to give
up?
That’s why this perpetual problem
needs to be fixed. Don’t get us wrong:
there have been some good changes in the last
few years. Online registration. The parrainage
program. The guide étudiant. These help. But the
fact remains: back to school is a painful time at
the Mirail and there’s no excuse for that.
We don’t blame you. You’ve only been President since April. You haven’t had time to change
too much...even though most of what’s needed
doesn’t take time; it just needs someone to care.
Nor do we doubt your commitment to the Mirail or to the well-being of the students. But
you’ve been here a long time and you know, or
should know, that it has to change. And you’re
the boss: you’re responsible.
So we demand that you fix this. We will follow
this issue. We will ask what is going to change.
And next year we will be there to see what has.

You begin
with the
idea the
“Mirail
doesn’t
want me
here.”

Mirail Fall Fashions
by The Classy Chimp

Kim, International Student, Vietnam

“My style is ‘Cute, dynamic and young’ I take good care of
the way I look, I always dress like this.”

{

Bow on braid echoes bow on shoes.
White and blue theme including nailpolish.
Western Shirt
Schoolgirl Mini with British patches (added by Kim). The
sort of thing Prince Harry wears when he’s wasted.

Claire, 19 & Morgane,
21, both L1 Psycho

“Just because we like
melancholy themes
doesn’t mean we
don’t love life or
having fun.”

{

The collar is “not
about S&M!”

Claire’s fringe is cut
in a V-shape and
shaved behind.

Black: like Vodka, it goes with everything.
Leather boots with silver details. “Comfortable
and not as heavy as they look.” “A little expensive, but it’s a good investment.
Their style expresses “Music, culture and
aesthetic based on romanticism”
Morgane & Claire were not very comfortable
with the “G” word. “We’re individuals above
all. We’re not all the same” “There is a lot of
variety in ‘Goth’” especially in musical taste.
Claire also admitted she has a pink t-shirt
that she uses as PJs.

We did a little market research to learn about our readers, the big brains told us:
“Numbers don’t lie: a) your readers are as obsessed with monkeys as you are; and
b) 71.8 % of your readers are girls.” The first was not a surprise, who doesn’t like
monkeys? Duh! But the second was a bit of a shocker. So, we decided to do an
article about some of the Mirail’s most distinctive styles...

Wels, L1, LEA, Haiti “In Haiti people wear much more

{

color, and they dare to wear more
eccentric clothes.”

Describes style as “American” and “tranquille.”

Blue and yellow cap matches Shorts, Air Max and boxer briefs
(Not shown here, but definitely shown from behind)
“I don’t wear the cap for the sun,” he says
with a big smile

Wels likes to look “fresh” when he goes
out. Fresh means NEW gear. You can
wear a t-shirt, jacket or shoes at most 2
or 3 times. Big necklaces. Gold is best.
Unfortunately Wels couldn’t bring his
entire wardrobe to France but as he
is a generous person he gave away
most of his clothes and jewelry to
friends.

Cyrielle, L2 Art History

“I can dress in any color as
long as it’s not black.”

{

Pocket Watch – as cool as the other side of the
pillow.
Pink hair hat, glasses, t-shirt and shoes. (This is where doing
a fashion article in a black and white newspaper is not very
convenient.)
Sports jacket with rolled up sleeves says:” I started my adult
life but I still know how to party.”

Jeans so long that, as my granny would say, you could sweep
the floor with them. Ok you look cool but I have to take my
granny’s side – your jeans won’t last long, Cyrielle, if you wear
them like this.

Protests:

Feminism
Z									X

Toulouse Gets Slutty
A

t around 2:00 pm on Saturday, October 6th, about a hundred supporters assembled at Saint Cyprian
to launch Toulouse’s own version of the
SlutWalk, a march held in cities around the
world to protest victim-blaming in sexual
assaults.
The march began in 2011 in Toronto, Canada, after a policeman delivered a crime prevention speech in which he reasoned that
“women should avoid dressing like sluts
in order not to be victimized.” Audience
members were appalled at the statement,
and recognized that the idea that victims of
rape or harassment instigate the act somehow through their clothing or behavior was
in fact widespread.
Victims of sexual violence are often asked
what they were wearing when the event
took place, and the victim’s sexual history
and alcohol consumption often take on
prominent roles during sexual assault trials.
Newspapers describe the victim’s character as though it’s relevant to the case, and
women have even described demeaning
exchanges at police stations where they’ve
gone to report incidences of sexual violence,
and terms such as “slut-shaming” and “victim-blaming” have started entering mainstream use.
So the hundred or so of us who were present
set out down Rue de la République, holding
signs and singing chants, and made our way
toward the Pont Neuf. One woman had
written “J’aime pas le GHB” above her shirt
line. Another had a Free Pussy Riot t-shirt.
I contented myself with a sign “Non = non.”

by Casey Heagerty

“A POIL!” shouted a man from a table at to wear, basically if I’m a free woman, and if
Carson City, where he was eating with a the word slut means that, then I’m a slut.”
group of male friends. Mariner Paul decided to break from the paWe marched
rade and go interview
past Esquirol
him, to understand betand up toward
ter why he did that. He
the Place du
responded that he
Capitole, but
thought it was a Prostill something
Pussy Riot protest (he
wasn’t sitting
doesn’t like their music)
right.
Why
and seemed to calm
were
Paul,
down. He did finish
Paul and I all
with class and delicacy
there
alone
when he added that, if it
without our
had been an anti-Islam
wives and girlmarch, he would have
friends? How
joined it.
does the Pride
Parade attract
We were talking with
20,000 particianother guy who had come alone, also pants for LGBT rights and issues while the
named Paul. He explained that he was parade for women’s rights saw barely 100?
marching because he was convinced that Is the term “slut” dividing a community that
sexual aggression was a growing problem, should be unified? What about women in
especially in certain neighborhoods. His Nun’s habits and hajibs – are they not also
girlfriend, who had been harassed on the concerned with violence against women,
street before, wasn’t present.
though probably less likely to denounce
it under the banner of Sluthood? Is Pussy
I asked the organizer, an alumna of our dear Riot more important than economic inMirail (DEA -Science du Langage) named equality and social immobility?!?
Lolla, whether the word “Slut” in the name
would cause some women to hesitate to We ran into fellow student Nora (L2 –
participate. She responded in English LLCE English) who shared some good
“I know that they hesitate because of the insights about the march, also in English.
name, which is silly, because the name is not “We want the right to be ourselves, to dress
the whole thing.” “The name was the ori- the way we want without being concerned
gin of the SlutWalk… and we just use that about men, or really by other people.”
word, that’s all.” She added that it was important to reclaim the word for women: “If When asked about the turnout, she reI have free sexuality, if I wear what I want sponded “there aren’t too many people…
but I think it’s a good beginning.”

Questions? Comments?
Responses?
Send us an email, we’d love to hear what you
think:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Want to learn more?
Contact Slutwalk:
slutwalkfrance@gmail.com
Casey was holding his sign upside down.

http://slutwalkfrance.tumblr.com/

Mariner Approved:

On Campus
Z									X

Omar Comin’ Yo!

The Wire, the best TV show of all time, Tuesdays at the Mirail

You Can Hack that Shit:

Forward your ENT
email to your
personal account

E

ver wonder where all those emails
that your professors “send” you go?
Chances are that they got lost in the
E.N.T., that weird information system that no
one really gets, and that probably is behind
the organiation of the entire Fac.

T

he Wire, the best TV show of all time*
has come to the Mirail. So forget your
crappy CSI Miami/CSI Las Vegas/ CSI
Montauban/CSI NYC/whatever and check out
the series that revolutionized police dramas.
A team of Mirail professors calling themselves “Les Chercheurs en Serie” is showing the
entire first season, one episode a week, every
Tuesday at 12:45 in Amphi 5.
They’re also inviting students to participate
in discussion workshops about the show. The
first discussion will be Wednesday, 21 November at 12:45
Noemie, 19, L1 Sociology, speaking before
the first episode, had heard of the show, but had
never seen it, so was “there to find out what it
was all about.” Her case seemed typical, as the
show has remained obscure in France outside of
TV geek circles.
So what is The Wire all about? At its simplest, it’s a story of cops vs. drug dealers. Set
in the tough, majority-black city of Baltimore,
Maryland (or ‘Bodymore Murdaland’ because
it’s so violent,) The Wire is not just your average TV show” says Michel Grossetti, sociologist and Directeur de Recherche at the CNRS.
Showing the series, he says, is “almost like
organizing a sociology conference” because of
the detailed way the show depicts inner city
life, crime and the police “from the street-level
to the broadest socio-economic analysis” and
shows how everything is connected: the “wire”
that is the show’s central metaphor.
[Series creator,] “David Simon actually studied sociology,” said Mr.Grossetti. (Proof that at
least one socio student has found a job!)
“You could say jokingly that you learn more
from a season of ‘the Wire’ than 3 or 4 socio
classes at any university”
This extends to the Baltimore-specific language used in the show. As David Simon recently said at an event attended by the Mariner’s
Paris Bureau Chief, this meant “people couldn’t
watch the show while doing the dishes--they
had to pay attention”
The Wire is “single storyline that continues
for 60 episodes,” explained Mr. Grossetti. Over
the course of five seasons, we see port workers;
the disaster of the “War on Drugs;” the school
system; local politics and the decline of newspa-

Drug-dealing: a career with a bright future.

pers. Together it creates a portrait of Baltimore
that has been compared to a Dickens novel.
But we always return to the gangstas and the
cops trying to catch them. Unlike many other
TV series, “the cops aren’t the heroes,” says Mr.
Grossetti. “The most likeable characters are
the often the hustlers,” like Bubbles the junky
snitch (NO SNITCHING!) Omar, the shotgun-toting stick-up artist or Bodie, the teenage
dealer who learns the Game is rigged.
The show is also notable because most of the
main characters are African-American. It’s “one
of the shows with the most extraordinary black
characters,” says Mr. Grossetti. Yet it never falls
into stereotypes.
The Amphi was almost full for the first
episode, and “VIVE LE SHeiT” tagged on the
screen was a nice Mirail touch.
Anthony, 22, MAP de Socio M1, was impressed: “I knew it by reputation, but I’d never
seen it. It seems realistic. It was well acted.”
Mr. Grossetti was “happy with the turnout.
There were lots of people.” He invited every-

Not the Baltimore Tourist Office’s favorite slogan.
(But still better than “So Toulouse”)

body to come along to the rest of the season but
warned “you have to follow [it] in order. But
I think students know how to get hold of it,”
saying it was available at the Central Library.
Mr. Grossetti was in no way suggesting that
you illegally download copyrighted intellectual
property.
*Not counting Twin Peaks Season 1, obviously

Watch The Wire
Tuesdays, 12:45 - 2:00
Amphi 5
This week: Episode 3

Your E.N.T. address is the one that your professors receive automatically, and so it is the
one that they’ll most likely use. Rather than
missing something important (like a cancelled class!) the best thing to do is to set up
a forwarding system, so that any important
email that is sent there is passed along to an
address that you actually check. Here’s How:
1. Open up the ENT site and log in. If you’re
confused already, then you need more help
than we can provide.
2. Find “Mon Bureau Informatique” on the
left side. Click the link that says “58 courriels
non lus” (your number might be different.)
3. At the top, you’ll see a button called “Plus.”
Clicking that gives you some choices. Select
“Filtres.”
4. Click “Ajouter.”
5. For the name, we recommend something
like “Forward email to an address I actually
use,” but the choice is yours.
Under the “conditions” heading, choose
“Pour tous les mails.” (The thing above that
isn’t important.)
Under the “actions” heading, choose “Transmettre une copie.” In the box that appears,
type an email address that you actually check.
Click “Sauver” and you’re good to go!
6. Come up with a new excuse for the late
work.

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment:

T

his week
is an exciting one
for Americans. If
you were in the
United
States
right now you’d
hear
everyone
talking about one
major event.

I am not talking
about the final
presidential debate between Romney and
Obama on their foreign policy. I’m speaking about the beginning of the World Series.
The World Series is the final between the
winner of the American League and the
winner of the National League in baseball.
The name is misleading because this competition includes only US teams but they
are declared “world champions.”
Baseball is an obscure sport from a French
perspective but it’s huge in the US, Japan
(the result of propaganda after World War
II) and Cuba (I have no explanation for
that.) As in many other sports in the US,
many foreigners play Major League Baseball, or MLB. Those foreigners usually do
not have difficulty getting a work Visa but

Reach for the Stars

I do not know Romney’s policy on that so I think the cunning Astros players thought
the same, they wondered: “We are already
it could change.
out mathematically from the post season
I’m no expert on baseball. To be fair with playoffs in August. What can we do to be
you, I barely know the rules. But I am very famous?”
curious about it. This week the US will celebrate the winner between, I’m guessing, It’s a little strange that baseball is still unthe Cardinals of St Louis and the Yankees known in France. We usually welcome
of New York. But this season won’t be re- American culture. We are the number
one country to broadcast American TV
membered for its winner.
shows. I stopped being surFor me the most important stat
prised when I hear conversaabout the 2012 MLB season is
tions about NBA games in the
the name of the team that beat
street. And at the end of Octhe record of most losses in one
tober I am sure that most of
season. I am of course speaking
you will celebrate Halloween.
of the Astros.
What’s the best way to celeThe Houston team now excels
brate this high in glucose syrup
at the art of losing and for sure
party? Two steps: First: there
they will be remembered for
might be a M.I.E. event, and
that. The team finished with a
I heard that the F.O.Y.E.R. is
55-107 record, beating by one
planning a kick-ass party.
loss the old record …set by the Astros last
Second, I suggest you bring some candy or
year.
apples for your classmates and share them
This made me think of Herostratus. He with your teachers (come on, be game).
wanted so badly to be remembered but he
knew that he had no game and no talent so You can also bake a pumpkin pie. I promise
he decided to burn one of the Seven Won- that it is more delicious than it sounds.
ders of the Ancient World, the Temple of
Artemis. We cannot argue: the dude had a But whatever you bring to the University this week, no razor blades in apples.
point: he is still remembered for that.
Not cool.

He burn[ed]
one of the 7
Wonders of
the World....
can’t argue:
the dude had
a point

Want to be a journalist?

The Mariner is by students, for students. Want to help out? We’re
looking for regular, occasional or one-time contributors. Check our
Facebook for info on how to join the team. No English? No problem!

